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Dying light bozak horde solo guide

I spent 7 hours over two days doing it, but I'm happy with it. You have to be perfect on a lot of waves or it means certain death =/ First I kept failing in wave 11 with throwing the gas canisters. Some advice: Go straight to a group of 4 gas canisters on the balcony (higher)Throw them on the ramp that goes off the balcony then throw them on
red square in front of the hole in the wall and jump up to Red Square and throw them into the wall. If a fuel tank falls in front of the demolition, forget it. It's not worth it, just get a new one so I keep failing with the apostle wave because of every fuel tank running infected. Stay away from the ground of the running fuel tank that sticks before
running to all the parachutes continued moving at the edge of the stadium after the millennium attempt, barely finishing wave 20 with one life left. On the bright side is I balanced a lot (I started at level 20) hope it helps! Comments to Page 2 24 m.youtube.com/watch?... Bozak Horde DLC full tutorial by Hello.I master blade I saw there was
no guide on Bozak downloaded in English, so I decided to create my own, step by step. Bozak Horde is very fun but challenging DLC, especially for new players. However a lot of people find it difficult and they avoid it, which is sad but understandable, which is exactly why I did this guide to help these people. When I tried the downloaded
Bozak for the first time I was really destroyed, over and over again, and it really made me very frustrated, doing so actually caused me to lose interest in it and stop trying after a while without any idea, and soon after I stopped playing dying light. Then after a long time I came back to a dying light with a better mindset, while trying it many
times I finally realized that Bozak Download is not so bad, in fact it is indeed the best DLC (after the next) I have ever played so far, and all I needed was a few levels, memory and most importantly patience. I'll try to remember everything I know so far and write it all down. There's also a video downstairs. Please forgive me for bad English.
Share The Bozak Herd is downloadable content for Dying Light. It was released on May 29, 2015 and will be obtained by season ticket holders or by a separate purchase. An overview the actor wakes up in a small room and is told by the mysterious Bozak that a bomb has been attached to your leg and are required to follow up on his
requests. Using the DLC the player must try to complete 20 trials at Hearn Stadium to get your freedom back and its Bozak Arch and Arrows recipe. Trials the players must run to the van to defuse the ankle bomb. The players must kill all the virals in the parking lot. The players must kill all the virals and then defuse the bomb, too. The
players can kill all the Bouters for the Medkits. The players must defuse their bomb and then they are informed of 3 additional timers. Players must enter the next area at the entrance to the stadium where the electric field blocks Disappear now and disable all 3 bomb timers. Players must gather at an initial location and pass different
checkpoints in the area. The player must kill a 2-4 gon at the entrance to the stadium. The players can kill all the Bouters for the Medkits. Players must deactivate 2 bomb timers. Players must gather at an initial location and pass different checkpoints in the area. Players must move 3 to 6 gas canisters on both sides of the area and throw
them through a hole in the wall with a herd of Biters and 1-2 wreckers on the ground below. The players must kill all the virals in the elevator shaft. Players must pass through various checkpoints in the area upon entering the construction zone (final area). Players must kill all Bolters within a given time limit. It's the only challenge that can't
be let down. Players must kill all toads and virals in the construction zone and defuse a bomb inside a locked container as well. Players must gather at an initial location and take a bag of courier packages and place them within a few parachutes within a given time limit. Players must gather at an initial location and pass different
checkpoints in the area. Players must deactivate 2 bomb timers. The players can kill the Balters for the Medkits. The players must kill all virals and 1 to 4 destroyers in the last trial. The player may pass through a metal detector gate in different parts of the area to extend the time limit given for this trial. If there is more than one player who
has been managed in these challenges, the players must change their weapons and kill each other. Cheat a sheet to defuse a bomb in a van. Kill virals. Kill virals and defuse a bomb by the atrium hole. Kill Boulders for a sea. Defuse the bomb in the Cage area. Go to ATRIUM and disable bombs 1, 3, 4 (left to right from the entrance).



Gather in the center and then at the checkpoints. Kill GOONS (2 enter right of entry, 2 can enter below/left entrance). Kill Boulders for a sea. Disable bombs 2, 4 (left to right from the entrance). Gather in the center and then at the checkpoints. Destroy 3-6 containers (4 high, 2 low). Kill virals in the elevator. Open a gate and then
checkpoints. Kill Boulders. Kill viral toads and defuse a bomb in a container in front of the pile. Collect packages onto PILE and then deliver them. Gather on a pile and then barricades. Defuse a bomb in a hanging container (use rope and jump to it) and behind a pile. Kill Boulders for a sea. Kill viral and destroyers (gates increase time).
Get a gun stacking and killing each other (if cooperating). Tips points spent in the legendary tree help greatly with this challenge. Specifically: Rainbow: If you have completed it once, a maxed bow can once goons in the second stage (be sure to plunder at least one set of arrows in the garage from viral). Weapons: The gun is fantastic to
kill screws and toads while the shotgun is fantastic to kill destroyers Phase three. Unarmed: Maximum unarmed damage can greatly exceed the damage of the weapons available because the weapons available are low level. With 25 unarmed, most virals will die in one seizure. It is highly recommended to be the ultimate fighter in wood
and strength skill so that endurance is not a problem. Recycle everything that is not legendary to obtain metal parts to repair your legendary weapon. The military macheta in the box next to the bomb in sentence 5 equals or the best scuffle weapon available in the whole trial. If you go for speed, focus on killing all the Bolters first and
plundering the ones you can afford to plunder later. Some bombs won't go on until you get a few kills first. Some require you to kill everything even after disabling the bomb. Use caution when transporting the gas canisters. It can be very easy to throw or kick them off a ledge and go down to the ground floor where demolition will ease their
downtime. If one falls into an unwanted place, it can be wise instead of grabbing another (untouched) gas canister. When throwing containers into the hole in the wall, stand close to the edge and aim at an angle of 40-45 degrees (you will be looking at the white of the wall above the yellow pipes). In sentence 17, ride the wire near the
pickup point as soon as the game confirms the pickup point has been cleared. The first barrier is at the end of the wire on the left. If you have players on your team who aren't balanced high enough to take the viral fight in the elevator, try staying in one corner and swinging a scuffle weapon at any approaching viral. It's not fast but it allows
players to heal and fix while others continue to prevent access and kills virals who try to get close. Be careful of the checkpoint events in the second stage. You have more than enough time to complete them but falling creates problems that are best avoided. Letting an actor die collaboratively will cost one of your three lives; Therefore, it
is critical that players down get picked back. It's easiest to hit the screws when they climb. That includes guns, unarmed, and a snout. Even if you have the capability unlocked, you can't throw away your scuffle weapon. Bozak Pet rewards an outfit for participating in this set of challenges. Bozak Bow, Bozak Rainbow Program, Regular
Arrow Program and get the Bozak achievement upon completion of sentence 20 for the first time. The player will be allowed to start with the bow in stock, virals may drop normal arrows and the challenges of earning the electric arrow, incendiary arrow and explosive arrow blueprints will become active when trying out the set of
experiments afterwards. Bozak mask outfit and together until the final achievement with winning trial 21. The Bozak mask which is tied together until the final achievement cannot unlock 100 % time, you can find its requirements in the Rewards/Achievements section of the full guide below. Electric arrow program and electric whispering
achievement for killing all 10 virals The rainbow while you're doing this set of experiments. An incendiary arrow program for killing all 10 Bolters using the bow while conducting this set of experiments. Explosive arrow program and things that go ka-boom feat upon completion of sentence 20 in 25-31 minutes. The explosive darts program
which is associated with things that go ka-boom achievement can't work 100% time, don't get confused, you just have to do all the experiments again. Trivia If the player completes the poster challenges before starting the Bozak herd, if the player chooses to kill Bozak, the voice on the speakerphone will still appear. However, whether the
player has completed the poster challenges or not, the voice claiming to be Bozak is noticeably different to Bozak in the main game. In addition, upon completion of the tests, Bozak will claim that the player became Bozak. It seems likely that Bozak is there, not there. External links Bozak Horde DLC's complete guide by BladeMaster
Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Specify.
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